At a Glance

At a Glance
2, 3, 4 or 5 week
courses

15 hours English
tuition each week

Focus on English through
varied activities and projects

Suitable for all levels

2, 3, 4 or 5 week
courses

15 hours English
tuition each week

Focus on English through
subjects such as history,
science and creative writing.

Suitable for upper
intermediate to advanced
levels

General English

Summer Study

Why Choose General English?

How We Teach: Making English Fun

Why Choose Summer Study?

How We Teach: Making English Fun

Build English, Build Confidence.

Activating what you learn.

Build English, Build Confidence.

Activating what you learn.

In our General English course, students will always
practice what they have learned during the lesson.
Teachers will provide students with fun and challenging
speaking activities which allow students to practise the
language they have studied during the lesson. Activating
language through practice is an important step in the
language learning process.

We strongly believe that students respond best to an
environment that enables them to produce, practice
and create in English. We therefore provide a studentcentred environment in the classroom and, through being
communicative, students can develop their confidence
in using English in meaningful situations.

Summer Study consists of 15 hours of lessons per week
and is available to students of an Upper Intermediate to
Advanced level of English. The syllabus has been designed
especially for young learners, and students will benefit
from a content-based learning approach to enhance their
English language development. They will explore a variety
of subjects, including English Literature, Creative Writing,
History, Science and Geography, in a comfortable and
interactive environment.

Our lessons are designed to be communicative, meaning
that our students are constantly using English in an
interactive way. This focus on spoken interaction enables
students to activate what has been learned and further
develop their understanding of the language used to
describe the subjects studied.

Learning Language and
Using Language
Using English in a meaningful way.
In dynamic and fun lessons, students learn vocabulary,
grammar, pronunciation, reading and writing using our
communicative method. Students then use this knowledge
in creative activities, collaborative tasks and class projects
in which they can apply what they have learned in
real-world situations.

Time to Shine
Fun, collaborative, research and presentation tasks.
For General English’s Time to Shine, students will take
part in a series of creative, communicative and challenging
tasks and projects which utilise 21st century skills.
Examples of such tasks and projects include: giving
presentations based on the students’ own research; fun
and collaborative team challenges, and class competitions.

“Classes are the best, we had so much
fun and at the same time we were
always learning.”
Alanoud, Student, Jordan
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Learning Language Through the
Study of Other Subjects
Using English in a meaningful way.
The course studies English through looking at a wide
range of subjects, from famous works of literature to
scientific case studies, and covers both classic and
modern elements of each subject. Throughout our fun
and interactive lessons students will have the chance to
actively engage in classroom discussions, debates, and
fun topic-based activities.

Time to Shine
Dynamic and varied projects.
As part of our Time to Shine programme, our Summer
Study students are given the opportunity to apply the
subject knowledge they have gained each week to create
engaging and thought-provoking presentations. This
communicative and collaborative task enables students
to utilise a variety of 21st century skills.

“I really like the Summer Study classes
because it was different and interesting.”
Leo, Student, Switzerland
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